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The problem of reaching an island in a deep lake by a man who oannot swim, with the help of just a rope, has been . 
generalised. The rope is such that it can be used to tie the two tree8 only, one on the edge of the lake and other 
in the island. The least length of the rope that the man would require has been obtained. Tfre particular case of 
an elliptical lake with one tree at an end of a latus reotum and the other at the correspondirrg focus in an island . 
there has been discussed. 1 .  
. (  1 I 
The following problem appeared as a Mathematical GFamel. 'A deep circular lake, 300 yards indiameter 
has a small island at the centre. There are only two trees, one just on the edge and the other at the centre. 
A man who cannot swim has a rope, a, few yards longer than 300 yards. How does he use it as a means 
of getting to the island ?' 
In this paper, the above problem has been modified and generalised to one of finding the least length of 
a rope the man would require in order to reach the island in a deep lake having trees in the manner described . 
in the Mathematical game2. In solving a trignometric equation that arises, a new graphical method& circdar 
nomograms has been used. A modified form of this example is recommended as a 'Shre%dhess Test' in the 
interview for selection at graduate level in the Defence SemiceB. 
. . 
A deep lake has a continuous edge and has an island wherein there is a tree; the only other tree in the 
neighbourhood is situated somewhere on the edge. What is the least length of the rope (say, L+a small 
length I') for the purpose of tying a man would require to help him reach the island in the manner already 
described2. 
S o h M  
Y ?  . 
Let the edge 0 of the lake be the set of points 
given by r =j (8)' 0 < 0 4 277 referred to the point on 
the island where a tree (TI) is situated as pole and the 
line joining the two trees as the initial line, so that the 
other tree (T,) is located atT,=f (0). Let < E Cl a d  
- - 
<~C,whereC,UC, = C a n d C 1 n ~ ,  = { r,, rw ). 
% We assume that = max. I r ] and also that 
E C2. The least length of the rope the man would re- 
quire to make a double rope stretched f a d y  between 
the two trees in the manner described8 is the greater 
.- - 
of -. p (r,, r,) (ie. max. [ 6 - {j and I + 
CI  I < I with a little surplus length A for the purpose 
FIG. 1-A deep lake with an island. of) tying (Fig. 1.) 
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We fbst consider the route in the increasing order of '8' (to C2 through C,), along the edge in which the 
man moves d te r  tying one end of the rope to the tree at 6, holding the other-end in hand. He can reach the 
- - point% opposite to% only if the rope length is not less than 1 + max. p ( rl, ro ). As and *hen he crosses 
& the tree in the island will be caught in the rope and he canretnm to yo, after walking around the lake 
- - 
oompletely onoe, only if the rope is of length a t  least h + I-Fm 1 + I *, I . As p (r,, r,) 4 I Fm I + I r, I 
the least length required in this case is I I $ I < 1 + h. 
If the man goes around the edge in the opposite direction (to Cl through 0%) he mill reach r, only when 
- - 
the length is h + max. p (r2, ro) and then go further and return to;, only when the length is h + the 
- - - - 
grater of mm. 1 < 1 + I 7, 1 and mas. p (4,  r,). But p ( r ,  r,) and max. I < 1 + 1 < 1 are each, 
$ 1% 1 + 1 1. Therefore, this route is preferable in any case and the least length required is thus - - 
h + the greater of max. p (ray r,) and mas. I < 1 + 1 Go 1 . 
I L L U S T R A T I V E  E X A M P L E j : '  
If the edge of the lake is ellipti~al with eccentricity i$ and latus rectum 200 metres with one tree a t  a 
focus in an island and the other tree a t  an end of the latus rectum through the focus. Referring to the 
f m  rs pole and the line joining the trees as the initial line, the edge of the lake is given by 7 = 200 d B /  
- (2 - sh 9). It is easily seen that max. 1 = I rrl2 I = 200 metres. It follows that the ma11 
has to walk along the edge in the increasing order of '8' and the least length required for making a double 
- - 
rope stretched between the two trees is the greater of  ma^,^ P (r, r& and max I ;I + I 6 1 + h. (0, =) 
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- - 
Now, p ( < 6 ) is maximum when the chord ( <) is normal to the ellipse a t  When the chord r - r, 
is normal at  1; 2 cos 8 ( 1 + cos 8 )  = 4 - 5 sin 8. We introduce a novel method of solving such 
equations as the one above using Adikesavan's Circular Nomograms. Changing '8' to 4 2  + +, the equa- 
tion becomes : 
I 
We construct three scales using the scale equations 2 sin +, = tan ( a12 ), 1 - sin +, = tan (81.2) and 
5 Cos +, - 4 = tan ( y/2  ) with the fourth scale as a degenerate point S where 6 = 4 2  (fig. 2). Small 
range of 4's are plotted on the respective scales around a guessed solution + of the equation (1). By 
gently moving the index lines we arrive at an approximate solution +, = +, = 4, = + = 26' 2'. Thus 
= ~ / 2  Jr + = 116" 2', approximately. It follows that max. p ( < 6 ) = 242.7 metres, approximately. 
9 E (0, w )  
- 
Also, max. I r 1 +- 17, I = 2 ro = 200 metres. 
e , (T, 2 4  
Thus, the length of the rope should be at least 242'7 f h metres. It should be noted that had he moved in 
the opposite direction (Oh) he would have required (300 f h ) metres of the rope. 
Rem~rks 
1. If the ma. 1 r I oc~urs at  two points, one in each of 8 E (0, n) and 8 E (n, 2 4 ,  the least length 
is max. I r I f I 6 I + h no matter in what direction the man goes around the lake. 
A S H R E W D N E S S  T E S T  
The above example suitably modified as follows is suggested as a test at graduate level to find suitability 
of a oandidate in the interview, for selection to Defence Bervices. 
An ellipse is marked around a tall tree (cocoanut tree is suitable) such that the tree is at  a focus S of the 
ellipse as shown in Fig. 3. At the end L of a semi-latus rectum through that focus, a pole is firmly planted 
vertically with some ~rovision for knotting a rope at  a height of about 1.5 metres from the ground level. 
Adjoining the sed-latus rectum a trench L S of smallwidth is dug and the depth is varied in such a man- 
ner that a man can pull himself dong a rope firaly stretched between the tree and the pole a t  a consider- 
able height without touohing the ground. 
Treating the area of the ellipse except small portion surrounding the tree as 'out of bounds', the candi- 
date shall he asked to reach the base of the tree and 
return with the aid of a rope of just sufficient length 
and nothing more. The dimensions of the ellipse and 
the type of the treeSshould be so chosen as to make 
it impossible for him either to make a long jump and 
reach the focus or catch the tree by throwing the rape 
from the nearest point viz. the nearer end of the 
major axis or makeja loop on the tree on reaching the 
opposite end of the latus rectum and return in the 
opposite sense. Por this purpose a tree like cocoanut 
slightly leaning towards the pole with the choice of 
semi-axes, 20 m and 17.32 m respectively for the 
surrounding 6llipse may be quite suitable (Big. 3). A 
, length little more than 36.4 metres of the rope will 
be just sufficient for. the above ohoice of axes. 
Fro. S-Deeign for fi 6 4 ~ h ; e w d ~  Test". 
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